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Abstract 

This thesis is an ethnographic study that explores how nonbinary conforming genders are 

practiced in the United States. Using anthropological theory from Susan Bordo, Don Kulick, 
Mary L. Gray, and Judith Butler, this thesis defines gender, performativity, and practice and then 
applies them to a case study on a college campus. The data suggests that Ball State University is 
a battleground, where the traditional concept of gender norms is subverted through LGBTQ 

support networks, which provide knowledge and encouragement on gender, performativity, and 
practice. 
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Process Analysis: 
Gender is a Conundrum of Esoterica 

As a white, cis female from a middle-class family, nothing in my experience had given 

me cause to consider gender when I was younger. Aside from blatantly resisting the color pink 

and lectures on being "lady-like," I have always felt comfortable with my femininity. It was not 

until my junior year of high school that I began to contemplate the gendered system in U.S. 

society, and the manner children are acculturated to understand the different expectations of 

gender roles. During my junior year of high school, I participated in a United Methodist Church 

mission trip to Brazil. The family that was leading the trip had two small children, Bixley and 

Cultore, who accompanied us. When we were sitting in the airport in Atlanta, waiting for our 

connecting flight, Bixley opened up her little pink backpack and began playing with some of her 

dress-up clothes. She was happily prancing around the seating area in a flowy violet skirt and a 

pair of glittering periwinkle fairy wings on her back when her little brother Cultore noticed. He 

immediately left his own mess of toys and toddled over to his grandma to ask for a skirt like his 

sister's. Watching all of this from a nearby chair, I braced myself for her reaction. I expected a 

serious discussion on why boys do not wear skirts, and perhaps a little push toward playing with 

one of the racecars or action figures he'd abandoned on the floor, but Cultore's grandmother 

thoroughly surprised me. She immediately smiled and asked if he wanted to feel "pretty" like 

Bixley. When Cultore gave an enthusiastic nod and a thousand-watt smile, she pulled out a frilly 

pink tutu from Bixley's backpack and helped him slip it on. I was shocked watching him twirl 

around the airport waiting area, copying his sister's ballet style dance moves to the whole-

hearted encouragement of both his grandparents and his parents. I think all of us on the mission 

trip were a little stunned at first, but after taking in the fami ly's acceptance of Cultore's gender 

playing, we all immediately began smiling and providing on our own support. As I've matured 



through the years, this singular moment has always stayed with me. My surprised reaction at first 

seemed to fit the situation. However, after a more thoughtful reflection, I became perplexed as to 

why I responded the way I did. Why was I so shocked when Cult ore's grandmother pulled out a 

tutu for him? Was it because I didn't expect her, as an older woman from the baby boomer 

generation, to think it was appropriate for her grandson to dress more femininely? Or was it 

because I myself thought it was odd for Cultore to want to wear a skirt? The more I've 

contemplated over the years, the more I have realized that I personally do not have any 

objections to a little boy wearing a skirt. My initial reaction was purely due to the social 

conditioning I've received living in a binary gender system. Of course, I didn't have the precise 

language or theory to articulate this mindset until I arrived at college, but it was in that one 

moment at the airport that I began to contemplate gender as more than a single binary option. 

When I arrived at Ball State, I began to notice LGTBQ activism. The fight for gay 

marriage continued, trans gender characters were beginning to appear in movies like Dallas 

Buyers Club and TV shows such as Orange is the New Black, and the Obama administration was 

taking great strides to protect the LGBTQ community from hate crimes and discrimination. 

During my undergraduate career, I slowly began to accumulate more and more theoretical 

knowledge on gender as I discussed new developments in class and met students with different 

gender expressions on campus. Learning about the gender spectrum was an eye-opening 

experience for me, especially when a friend of mine came out as trans on Facebook. I had known 

them for years, and though they moved away in middle school, we still kept in decent contact 

through social media. I found it both fascinating and joyous to see him for the first time, 

changing his name on all his social media pages, methodically taking down past pictures of when 

he was female, and posting monthly updates on his progress with testosterone. I could see the 



difference in him immediately. From the moment he announced his transition, there was an 

easiness and comfort in the way he presented himself. By watching my friend, I could clearly see 

a process of self-discovery and relief in action that aroused in me a curiosity about how people 

decide to express their gender identities. 

From that one moment in the Atlanta airport where I watched Cultore playing with his 

gender expression, all throughout my college career, and on the day when my Facebook friend 

finally came out to the world, I have been steadily pondering my own experiences with the 

academic discourse on gender in the United States. I've titled this section Gender is a 

Conundrum of Esoterica, because it means that gender is something confusing or befuddling, 

something that is made up of complex parts that we do not or can not fully understand. In the 

popular TV and book series, A Series of Unfortunate Events, this phrase is used to describe life, 

but I use it here to convey to the social, cultural, political, and personal components that all feed 

into gender identity and expression, making full comprehension of every aspect of gender nearly 

impossible. This project is a culmination of years of healthy curiosity and fascination with 

gender identification and expression. In this paper, I view gender as a conundrum of esoterica, 

understanding that though I cannot expound upon every single component of gender, I can 

explore some of the details of how gender is expressed. To accomplish this, I performed an 

ethnographic study at Ball State University, which investigates how individuals learn, perform, 

and practice their gender identities. 

Past viewpoints 

Before I discuss how gender is learned, performed, and practiced in relation to my case 

study at Ball State, I will lay out a theoretical framework for how we can view gender. In this 

paper I draw on four theorists who study gender in diverse ways. I utilize Susan Bordo ' s work to 



discuss how gender is learned through the normalization of cultural concepts such as beauty, thus 

showing that inspiration for practicing gender comes from the plasticity of culture. In this section 

I also lean on Mary L. Gray's theory to look at how online media inspires identity crafting, and 

thus facilitates the learning process. I use Gray's work again, along with Judith Butler's theory of 

performativity to discuss gender as something that is not natural, but culturally constructed. 

Finally, I draw on Don Kulick's definition of gender, which I use to help bridge the gap between 

gender in the physical/visual sense and gender in the abstract. I also utilize his work to discuss 

the long-term practice of gender, specifically how individuals perform their gender on a day to 

day basis. 

In Material Girl: The Effacements of Postmodern Culture, Susan Bordo discusses her 

concept of the plasticity of culture, which explains that discourses of power are present in the 

"normalization" of cultural concepts of beauty. She uses examples from U.S. culture to explain 

the "social realities of dominance and subordination," mainly through the concept of 

transformative products, such as dietary restriction, makeup, hairstyles, contacts, plastic surgery, 

etc.1 Bordo proposes that women are told their bodies are changeable, able to transform into 

whatever they desire through the use of different products or procedures, despite the fact that 

they are not. There is an element of power that women do not seem to be consciously aware of, 

which lies in the manipulation presented in advertisements, fashion articles, and icons like 

Madonna. 

In Negotiating Identities/Queering Desires: Coming Out Online and the Remediation of 

the Coming-Out Story, Mary Gray explores how rural youths intertwine digital media-generated 

1 Susan, Bordo, Material Girl: The Effacements of Postmodern Culture, (Berkeley: University of 

California Press, 1993), 357. 



source materials into their identity crafting, particularly in relation to the big life event of 

"coming out." She points out that in comparison to urban settings, where LOBTQ visibility is 

taken for granted, her research into rural areas shows that coming out stories resonate with the 

complex negotiation of visibility and family ties that consume rural youth ' s everyday lives. She 

also asserts that how much a person engages and modifies these categories has everything to do 

with their ability to enact them in public. 

In Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity, Judith Butler' s discusses 

the understanding of gendered subjectivity. She argues that "the subject is created through 

repeated performances of acceptable and conventional ideas about what it means to be a man or 

woman."2 This means that gender is not a fundamental identity, rather it is instead created 

through "performativity." Gender is constantly re-created as people acclimate to their society' s 

ideas about what constitutes femininity and masculinity and then enact those views. This 

repetition of performance makes it appear as though gender is innate, lulling us into thinking it 

naturally comes from our biological bodies. Butler argues that this is actually the "product of 

gendered performances,"3 which means that gender is in fact not natural but cultural, and is 

therefore changeable. 

In The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes, Don Kulick discusses his work 

with travesties, or transgender prostitutes in Brazil. Travestis are male at birth, and then slowly 

"model" their bodies to appear more feminine, or "like" women, over time. They're 

transformation usually starts with hormone injections to round out their hips and help them 

develop breasts, but almost always ends up with them injecting silicone. Travestis usually switch 

2 Frances E. Masci a-Lees, and Nancy Johnson Black, Gender and Anthropology (Long Grove, 

Illinois: Waveland Press, Inc. 2017), 69. 
3 1bid 



to silicone because despite the fact that they wish to look and act like women, they still value 

their penises and taking hormones for too long will halt their ability to sustain an erection. They 

need their penises in functioning order for both work as prostitutes and for their own pleasure. So 

despite the fact that they look and act like women, travesties are not fully women. Kulick 

proposes that this is because their gender system is based on sexuality, and the act of penetration. 

To be the penetrator is to be considered a man, and to be penetrated is to be placed in the 

category of not-men. Therefore, since the travesties enjoy being penetrated during sex and 

"model" themselves as female, they share a gender with women and refer to themselves with 

female pronouns. Due to these complex gender categories, Kulick does not define gender in 

terms of how many gender options there are, but rather as a "social and symbolic arena of 

ongoing contestation over specific identities, behaviors, rights, obligations, and sexualities."4 

Ultimately, this research project compiles all of these theories of gender to explain how 

individuals who do not conform to the established binary gender system in the United States 

practice their gender identities. Butler's theory ofperformativity is an explanation for why the 

gender binary is exclusive and limiting. Gray's theory explains how individuals find inspiration 

for gender crafting in various media and local sources. Bordo' s work discusses how this can be 

seen as a form of resistance, because individuals who don 't agree with the binary are using the 

very methods and products in place to alter themselves into a nontraditional gender. Finally, 

Kulick' s work with travestis, prostitutes who were born male at birth, shows how an individual 

can transition into their true gender by "incorporating" elements of gender identity. 

4 Don Kulick, "The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes/' American Anthropologist vol. 
99, issue 3 (2008}:74 



Research and Methods 

The term "gender" is incredibly difficult to defme because gender is meaning that 

cultures graft onto sexed bodies-which allows for variability in cultural construction. In the 

United States, at least legally speaking, the social construction of gender is grounded in a binary 

system where one is either male or female. This classification system is based on biological sex 

and is assigned at birth depending on the genitals a child is born with. However, this is not a 

universal construction of gender, there are other cultures which claim more than two sexes. Some 

examples of this are hijras, or people who identify as a third sex in India, travesties, which are 

effeminate prostitutes in Brazil, and muxes, which are men who live as women or who display 

both male and female characteristics in Juchitan, Mexico. This idea of a strict binary is also 

contentious within the United States itself, as there are people who identify outside of the binary 

terms. Some ofthese non-conforming genders include: transgender, agender, androgyne, 

bigender, pangender, and genderqueer or nonbinary. Every different gender expression is also 

distinctively interpreted depending on location. Because different people have different ideas of 

what is masculine and what is feminine, the visual and physical manifestation of how someone 

presents cannot always be interpreted correctly across cultural lines. For instance, "masculine" in 

Scottish culture is often tied to wearing the traditional garb of the kilt, but in other western 

cultures this does not always translate because the kilt is too similar to a skirt, or a purely 

feminine garment. It is due to the complexity of gender as a term that I will using a more abstract 

definition. I will be utiliz ing Don Kulick's theoretical definition of gender as a " social and 

symbolic arena of ongoing contestation over specific identities, behaviors, rights, obligations, 



and sexualities."5 His comparison of gender to an arena where specific social rights and 

characteristics are contested, fits the tension surrounding gender identity in the United States, 

where this study was executed. 

I used ethnographic research methods to investigate non-binary conforming genders on 

Ball State' s campus. Non-binary conforming is an umbrella term which I use here to refer to 

transgender, gender fluid, or non-binary individuals. Using a reverse snowball sampling 

technique, I collected volunteers who identified as transgender, gender fluid, or non-binary. I 

performed semi-structured interviews to gather data on how people express their gender identity. 

I used an audio recording device to capture these interviews and then later transcribed them into 

documents for analysis. The purpose of this research and this paper is to answer the question of 

"How do gender non-conforming people practice their gender in the United States?" 

WhyBSU? 

Ball State is a preferable choice for a case study because it is a strong liberal arts campus, 

with a thriving student life office and a very active LGBTQ community. Gamma Rho Lambda, 

Spectrum, and Call to Action, are all social clubs at Ball State that promote gender equality, 

difference, and expression. Spectrum was established at Ball State in 1974. As an organization 

it's mission is to "educate the Ball State and Muncie communities on lesbian, bisexual, gay, and 

transgendered issues, cultures, and history through various programming efforts." 6 Their motto 

is, "Just because you ' re here doesn ' t mean you ' re Queer,"7 which reiterates that you do not have 

5 Don Kulick, "The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes," American Anthropologist vol. 
99, issue 3 (2008):74 
6 "Spectrum." Ball State University. Published 2018. Accessed April 26, 2018. 
https://cms.bsu.edu/campuslife/counselingcenter/additionalservices/safezone/spectrum. 

7 1bid 



to identify as GSRM (Gender, Sexual, or Romantic minority) to become a member. They work 

to provide an anonymous, healthy, and safe place for students and people in surrounding 

communities who are discovering their sexual and gender orientations. As active members of 

BSU student and community life, their mission includes hosting events that support GSRM 

students, providing more information to and about their community, and raising money for 

charities of their choice. These events include speaker panels, the semi-annual drag shows, Proud 

Month, Spring Week, National Coming Out Day, Gay Prom, Lavendar Graduation, and Unity 

Week. There are also weekly meetings, where members meet for companionship. 

Gamma Rho Lambda, or GRL as many of its members fondly call it, is a national all 

inclusive, multicultural, and LGBTQI+ social sorority. The organization was the "first national 

multicultural lesbian sorority, but is also inclusive of cisgender women, trans women, trans men, 

and gender-variant people of all sexualities and racial identities."8 Their mission statement extols 

that GRL exemplifies "the qualities of tolerance, diversity, unity, and trust, which provides a 

network of assistance in the areas of scholastic guidance, emotional support, and community 

service while ultimately developing lifelong family bonds."9 At Ball State, GRL is a relatively 

new group. It was colonized in 2013 and the first chapter was created in 2014. As a local chapter 

they host fundraising events for LGBTQ+ supportive organizations such as Muncie OUTreach. 

Muncie OUTreach is an organization in Muncie, which works to provide an accepting 

environment that allows gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and questioning youth to enhance 

8 "Gamma Rho Lambda National Sorority," Wordpress, Accessed April 26, 2018, 
http://gammarholambda.org/. 
9 1bid 



their personal growth. OUTreach "creates opportunities for emotional growth and community 

awareness through workshops, volunteerism, and social events." 10 

Call to Action or CTA is a student-lead organization whose purpose is to educate and 

create awareness of Gender, Sexual, and Romantic Minorities. 11 They focus on social and 

political issues surrounding GSRM/LGBTQ+ communities. Their goal is to empower students to 

take positive action towards equality for GSRM individuals. They also want to influence other 

individuals who aren't necessarily members of the GSRMILGBTQ+ communities to take 

positive action locally, nationally, and globally. 

All of these organizations are dedicated to creating a safe and positive environment for 

the LGBTQ community, and they show their support through making positive connections both 

on campus and off. They often partner with the four biggest student associations on campus, 

which include the Asian American Student Association, the Black Student Association, Latinx 

Student Association, and Spectrum. The Big Four are allies on campus that show their support 

for Spectrum, Gamma Rho Lambda, and Call to Action by participating in their events and 

sometimes partnering for others. These social organizations are proof of the active LGBTQ 

presence on Ball State ' s campus and lend credence to why BSU is a appropriate choice for this 

research. 

Data Analysis 

My research at Ball State supports Kulick' s definition of gender by arguing BSU' s 

campus is a battleground, where the established binary system of gender in the United States is 

10 "Our Work-Muncie OUTreach," Muncie OUTreach, Accessed May 1, 2018, 

http:/ /mu ncieoutreach .org/ our -work/ 
11 "Ball State University Benny Link: Call to Action (CTA)," Ball State Campus Labs, Published 
2018, Accessed April 26, 2018, https://bsu.campuslabs.com/engage/organization/CalltoAction. 



subverted through LGBTQ support networks, which provide knowledge and encouragement on 

the range of gender identities, how to perform, and how to _practice gender. 

Performativity 

Justin, a non binary GA in the Office of Student Life, describes his gender as being in 

between male and female which is represented in his usage of they/them pronouns. "I think there 

is just a lot of power in embracing femininity. So, I think I'm like a mix ofthe masculine and 

feminine." Rebekah, a female nonbinary student who goes by she/her/hers and they/them 

pronouns, discusses the struggle with trying to present her masculinity in a way that doesn't 

overpower her femininity. "Yes, I usually do present more feminine but when I think about like 

how I myself feel on the inside, I picture myself looking more masculine a lot of the time." 

Finally Evan, a nonbinary drag queen who uses they/them pronouns, describes how they feel a 

balance between themselves and their drag persona, Holly Berry Blossom. "It's mostly masculine 

with like touches offeminine ... Basically my personality is already just a toned-down version of 

Holly, slightly. She's a lot more high maintenance. Kind of personality and energy wise, we're 

very similar I'd say." Both Judith Butler and Mary Gray contend that gender is displayed through 

performances, which is what these students are describing. In her article, Gray investigates 

identities as "performative, socially mediated moments of being and becoming-the collective 

labor of crafting, articulating, and pushing the boundaries of identities,"12 Her work draws .on 

Judith Butler's theory of performativity, which states that, "gender is not something people have, 

it is something people do." 13 The binary system in the U.S. claims that there are only two 

12 Mary L. Gray, Negotiating Identities/Queering Desires: Coming Out Online and the 
Remediation of the Coming-Out Story, (Oxford, New York: Oxford: University Press 2016), 273 
13 Mascia-Lees and Black, 69 



genders possible which are limited to male and female, but this is clearly refuted by the mere 

presence of GSRM individuals on Ball State' s campus. The students "feel" like do not fit in the 

normal binary, and so instead perform an expression that they believe communicates their 

nonconformity. The use of their pronouns and their open verbal communication about how they 

should be addressed is vocal warfare embedded in performativity. Their desire to be called by 

their pronouns, and the ease at which they are willing to explain their gender expression, is a 

challenge to the binary system which they all learned how to do after coming to college. 

A Safe Space to Learn 

The first place individuals generally learn about gender is from their families, as those are 

the first social interactions humanity has. However, most all of the people I've interviewed do 

not agree with the strict gender norms their families adhere to, and so either they are no longer 

close with their families or do not feel that they need to tell their families about their gender 

identity. Justin talked about how they are "out" to everyone except their family members, 

because they know their family would not be supportive. "So, like I'm comfortable with certain 

folks, which is mostly just my family using he/him/his pronouns for me. It' s just like that' s what 

they've always known me as. And you know it' s complex but I'm ok with them doing it, and I 

also know they wouldn't understand [my gender expression]." Eli, who identifies as 

transmasculine agender, recounts how they tried to come out to their family, but it was 

unsuccessful. "I'm not really out to any family members. I tried, and my mom is transphobic, so 

I've kind of stopped that conversation and any of that trying with her." Their family refused to 

even recognize that they were trying to express who they feel they truly are. Evan, a nonbinary 

drag queen, discussed why they also felt similarly concerning their family. 



Ithink in a general sense it's the way the male society was raised ... And so I think 
my dad just doesn't understand it and he doesn't really want to understand it. And 
it's hard for him to see me dressing and acting like this just because it is 
something he wasn't raised with and he's not comfortable with. So I try not to 
push the boundaries really at all because that's just there's a lot of arguing that I'm 
not willing to deal with at the moment. 

This disconnection with their families in terms of gender means that most of their gender play 

and learning about how to practice gender do not originate from their biological familial ties. 

Their parents and other family members refuse to support them in this manner and will not teach 

them how to enact and perform their true gender roles, which mean that they must search 

elsewhere for sources and support. 

Many of the people I've interviewed said that they find a new family in college, because 

it provides a safe and encouraging environment to explore different options. It appears in the 

form of GSRM social clubs like Spectrum, GRL, and Call to Action. From these groups, students 

gain a support system with a font of knowledge and experience to draw upon. Justin recounts 

that without the supportive venue college provides, "a lot of people maybe wouldn't still be here 

or like a lot of people in our community wouldn't have family, because that's where our family's 

at...for some people the community has been the only way that they have support or have clothes 

or whatever." Rebekah discussed how she was drawn into the LGBTQ universe by how 

accepting and diverse all the clubs were. 

Ball State was a huge open wakeup call for everything. I met someone who 
identified as nonbinary, and I'd never met someone before who identified that 
way. So definitely just being exposed to they/them pronouns and learning that 
everything was all a spectrum. You could be in the middle or you could bounce 
around, just everything I think I learned from here from personal experience. I 



know Spectrum had a meeting about like binding 14and packing15 one time, and I 
knew what binding was, but I had no idea that packing was thing. So like learning 
about that through Spectrum was cool.. .Being a part of Spectrum, I can relate to 
them. I can talk about things with them that no one else would really understand ... 

Evan also agreed with this, adding that most of the people they associate with are members or 

allies of the community. They explained that this was because of the tight, and empathetic 

connection created between people with similar trials and tribulations. 

But yeah like it's the exact same for me. [A] large portion of my friend group does 
revolve around the queer community, because those are the people who 
understand what I'm going through and my struggles because they're going 
through the same things. 

Ren, a nonbinary member of the fencing club, was actively looking for a support system. As 

freshman, they began using they/them pronouns and chose a more masculine name, but they 

never really felt they had a place to go to, or people to talk to about it until they found Gamma 

Rho Lambda. 

When I initially heard about GRL, I think it was my first semester, I was like wow 
that sounds cool. I didn't have time for it and then kind of going into my second 
year of college I really felt that I needed that supportive group again ... So when I 
rushed and found really awesome siblings who have a lot of the same experiences 
as me, it was just great to be able to connect with them and kind of have a group 
of people who understood. And even [though] we kind ofhave rough experiences 
sometimes, they're always there ... 

Ren also recounts how helpful their sorority siblings are with performing and practicing their 

gender. They often make suggestions and help with fashion and style advice. 

I think my siblings are a lot of help ... So I think from a lot of [sibs] I get some 
really great information that does help influence my choices as far as like clothing 
and dressing ... ! would say that GRL is most often where I reach out if I have any 
specific needs because there are folks that have almost the same identity as I do, 
or they are very much in the same realm. 

14 Binding is a flattening of the breasts to create a c~est that looks flatter and more masculine in 
appearance. It is most often used in female to male transitions, or by those who wish to 
smother their female body parts to appear more androgynous. A binder is a specific garment of 
clothing that performs binding in a safe way. 
15 Packing refers to wearing padding or something similar to a phallus in the front of a pair of 
pants or underwear, to give the appearance of having a penis. 



So, despite the fact that all of the individuals I interviewed said their biological families did not . 

approve of their true gender identities, they were able to find a support system by going to 

college. This support manifests in acceptance, affirmation, and advice about how to perform and 

practice their gender. Ball State is thus a locus for GSRM individuals, which assists in subverting 

the established binary system by providing these local resources. 

Another way people learn is through representation, which for millennials is usually 

through multiple media sources. Some of my interviewees discussed how they found inspiration 

for their own gender expression by either searching for information online or finding role models 

on social media. Justin discussed how they've met people before at conferences-which were 

facilitated through their college experience--and then followed then on social media because they 

were inspirational to him. 

So for example, one person was from this group called Dark Matter poetry, and 
my office brought them to campus. I like heard their work and saw them speak, 
and did more research about them as an activist. And they just got through [to me] 
on a lot of things, cause they' re a hairy brown person, that wears dresses and 
heels, and also a lot of like- what I'd maybe call "obscure" patterns. 

Justin also explained that they have favorite people to follow that they always find joy 

and excitement in. They are not usually searching specifically for people, but just follow 

whoever they feel they connect with. 

I get a lot of the inspiration from specifically trans women of color. Like I just 
feel inspired by them as well. How much persistence and resilience they show. I 
follow Aaron Lang, who is like my everything, who's a black trans woman. 
Lordress Hunter who is the CEO of the trans women of color collective, or even 
like Curley from Buzzfeed. I love Curley from Buzzfeed .. .I like love clothes and 
fashions he wears, and how he dresses and expresses himself. So it's like a mix of 
people. 

Rebekah's a little bit different from Justin because she actually will search through sites such as 

Youtube, Tumblr, and Google, looking for tips and how to videos, or just general conversations 

about being non binary conforming. She likes to have a diverse set of resources because it helps 



her find more information and she likes exploring, which she claims is helpful since she hasn' t 

completely settled on a gender and is still "figuring it out." 

On certain days I was defmitely like searching for keywords, like there are days 
where I'll just Y ouTube like non binary or feminine nonbinary or stuff to kind of 
gauge things about myself. But then there are other times where I just follow 
queer people on You Tube and so I'll just kind of go through old videos and 
bounce around looking at whatever. .. ! think the main really big one on YouTube 
is Ash Hardell. They're figuring out their gender too, and so like it's just so cool 
to see that journey .... they teach about anything LGBT and so it's just cool to see 
someone just doing that and just being able to know that I'm passionate about all 
the same stuff 

Eli and Ren use online and media sources in a similar way to Rebekah. They both look through 

social media sites such as Tumbler, Face book, Y ouTube, and non binary resource blogs, 

sometimes specifically searching and sometimes just looking for affirming posts. Eli said that 

they just look up "FTM tips on YouTube and stuff like that . .. FTM tips, or FT~ makeup tips, or 

transmasc stuff. I look up product reviews to see what people are interested in." Ren really 

enjoys the social groups where they can just connect with others who identify similarly. " I got 

involved with more like nonbinary specific social groups on Facebook or like queer aesthetic 

related groups where people can just post things .. .it's just a really welcoming environment." Ren 

goes on these sites to obtain emotional support and "ideas about how to better identify myself the 

way I want to ... it can be great to kind of like scroll and see all these people who have similar 

identities to my own. Even if you don' t like to interact as much, seeing a post can be really 

affirming." Evan's foray into media models also comes from their drag career. Though they have 

a mentor in their drag mother Rhinstone, they also find inspiration in TV and movie 

representations of drag. " I also look a lot towards many of the queens from like Ru Paul's drag 

race that are very different. Not your normal looking like a woman, but those that try different 

things and try to think outside the box. So that's where my drag role models come from." This 

use of media models as inspiration for identity crafting can be seen in Susan Bordo's work. 



Susan Bordo states that "we are surrounded by homogenizing and normalizing images-

images whose content is far from arbitrary, but is instead suffused with the dominance of 

gendered, racial, class, and other cultural iconography ... " 16 This is true of the images in the 

media that the students draw from and in the knowledge obtained from their found families at 

Ball State which they apply to gender expression. When students are crafting identities, they are 

drawing from sources that view culture as plastic. In Bordo's work, she critiques the plasticity of 

culture and accuses the U.S.'s cultural concept of beauty of reinforcing the social realities of 

dominance and subordination between the patriarchy and the female sex. However, Bordo also 

writes that the very products of beauty that can cause subordination are also "potentially 

effective 'sites of resistance'" because they recognize that the body is a battleground whose self-

determination must be fought forP In the case of this study, the homogenizing and normalizing 

images that students draw on from their role models, as well as from their found families, are 

sites of resistance, because they are using the gendered methods and products to resist the 

traditional roles of the biology-based binary system. Evan specifically talks about how they use 

stereotypes to inspire their feminine and masculine presentations. 

Like I am not a big fan of stereotypes because I think they can be negative in 
senses, but I will like play into certain stereotypes ... I'll wear make-up. I like 
wearing feminine clothing, and I will try to present femininely. But if I'm like 
masculine I'll wear masculine clothing. Well sometimes no makeup, sometimes 
makeup, it depends. I'm very, very fond of wearing like a full face and make up 
with a backwards hat. So, I think that's a cool cross between like masc and fern. I 
think in some ways stereotypes can not be good, but they also help me present on 
how I need to present and come across how I want to come across. Does that 
make sense? 

16 Susan, Bordo, Material Girl: The Effacements of Postmodern Culture, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993), 341 
17 Susan, Bordo, Material Girl: The Effacements of Postmodern Culture, (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 1993}, 352 



Evan is a prime example of how the stereotypes people use when selling gendered products such 

as makeup and clothing can be used to subvert traditional gender appearances. Sometimes they 

enjoy mixing their gendered products, such as a full face of makeup with a backwards male 

marketed baseball hat. This is similar to how Justin expresses their "mixed" gender. They often 

wear "colored prints, with jewelry or accessories," while still maintaining a full beard and 

wearing mostly clothing marketed to males. Though the individuals I interviewed do not always 

biologically match the gender the products were marketed toward, they are utilizing them to 

portray the that gender or aspects of it. As shown above they learned about these methods and 

products through either mentors at college are through role models in media they found during 

their time at college. Ball State in this sense is a battle ground where the binary gender system is 

subverted, because it is a safe environment where students can feel comfortable searching and 

discovering information about gender and how to practice it. 

Practice 

Though practice and performance can at first glance appear to have a similar meaning, I like 

to think of performance as "what" someone does. The word perform can mean both to present 

and to accomplish or carry out. In both definitions, it has more of a singular, short term sense. In 

the case of gender, "perform" is what someone is portraying. The definition of practice is to be 

habitual, or a repeated performance. When used with gender, practice is how someone is 

performing gender long term. In other words, performance is what someone does and practice is 

how they do it. 

The students I interviewed go through complete mental and physical processes of how to 

practice their gender. ~orne of them have every day rules and routines that govern how they 



practice. For instance, Eli and Justin both had a general policy of how they would portray most 

days. Eli practices mostly masculine because their gender identity is transmasculine agender. 

They portray their masculinity mostly through clothing, specifically trying to hide their feminine 

body shape by wearing bulkier clothes which are cut more squarely. 

I like binding . .. so a lot of binding. I like to wear more masculine clothing, urn so 
a lot of beanies when I get a beanie that actually looks good on my head. I have a 
lot oflike button up shirts. I don't button them up ... but I wear them on top of at
shirt and that helps masculinize my body because it hides my hips. So, I look 
more square than I do the hour-glass figure or whatever. . .I really like y facial 
piercings and my stretched ears defmitely helped me feel more masculine. 

Eli is also taking steps to begin testosterone shots that will hopefully help them deepen 

their voice, grow more facial and body hair, and encourage muscle mass. They are also 

planning to have top surgery in the future to at least reduce, if not completely get rid of, 

their female breasts. Not many of the individuals I interviewed to are planning on taking 

such physical measures to practice their gender. Most of them are non-binary and enjoy 

being able to switch between feminine and masculine roles, but almost all of them have 

considered it. Some even say that if they feel more swayed by a specific gender in the 

future, they will more seriously consider surgery or other medical interventions. 

Justin also practices mostly masculine, but only because they feel more professional dressing 

masculinely. They were nervous that portraying feminine traits on a clearly masculine body 

might negatively impact their academic and professional standing. 

I would say mostly every day I dress pretty masculine. For me I think how I 
express my femininity around living in that system is a lot of like color or prints 
or jewelry and accessories or maybe like lipstick sometimes, or things like that, 
but there ' s a lot of reasons why I don't necessarily present it as I would like 
to .... you just don't know what people are going to do or say .... Like I feel more 
comfortable in OSL doing it, but like what does that look like if I had to go to a 
departmental meeting or something? There ' s like a lot of folks who wouldn' t be 
as understanding of it. 



Despite the fact that Justin enjoys portraying their femininity through more obvious channels 

such as dresses and skirts, they will steer clear of those in favor of less noticeable touches of 

femininity. Such as having their nails and makeup done or wearing colorful prints and 

accessories. 

Unlike Eli and Justin, the rest of my interviewees did not have a general rule or routine 

that helps them practice all the time. Instead, they gauge how they "feel" on a day to day basis. 

Rebekah stated that sometimes she puts together certain outfits when she's shopping that lean 

masculine or feminine, but over all her outfit just interchanges depending upon her mood. 

So, I'll look at a certain shirt, and I'm like, 'my binder looks great with that shirt" 
and so I'm like, "I think I want to just go all out today." But then I know like the 
other day I wore my binder, I wore a flannel and then I also put makeup on, cause 
I was like you know what? Screw that, might as well. So, I think it just depends 
honestly on what I'm kind of feeling for the day .. . Itjust kind of like does its own 
thing and just kind of has a mind of its own. 

Ren felt that changing their name to a more neutral one went a long way in portraying their non-

binary status. They often pair this with androgynous clothing unless they are feeling particularly 

feminine or masculine. Like Rebekah, they enjoy being able to switch and pass as both feminine 

and masculine when they desire. 

Yeah, I think it wasn't so much the way I dressed at first, I think a lot of it was 
more my name especially when I went to college. I had never really felt a big 
connection with my given name, and so when I went to college it was at this point 
I was like I can use this name I can introduce myself this way to everybody right. 
I think it kind of opened doors for me to present in a neutral way. And then I also 
cut my hair very early freshman year. I think that just kind of helped me 
conceptualize myself in a way that I was a lot more comfortable with ant then 
kind of being able to present more masculine or more neutral... Sometimes I do 
present really feminine. You probably wouldn't be able to tell that I'm not a 
woman but sometimes I do try to address and present a lot more masculinity. So, I 
think a lot of it is just when I'm shopping. [I'll search] for looks that are really 
cool or really cute or stuff that I can see myself wearing in a specific outfit or 
situation. 

Evan discussed how they've always felt feminine growing up, which contributed to a very 

androgynous sense of fashion in high school and they' re early college career. It wasn't until they 



first started doing drag that their outfits started to intermix, getting more openly feminine in 

general. Now they reflect masculine and feminine on a ranging scale, dependent upon Evan's 

moods and daily agenda. There are some days where they go .out with a backwards hat, male cut 

jeans with a baseball T -shirt and chucks, and some days where they wear heels, a skirt, and 

makeup. 

It just depends on what's going on that day. Like for example tomorrow I have a 
presentation. It's a bit like a very big group presentation very professional. I 
already know like I'm going to be wearing my blazer or my pencil skirt that I 
always like to wear for professional stuff. So like sometimes it'll depend on what's 
going on that day. Sometimes I'll wake up and be like "Oh I'm feeling very like 
very blank today," whatever gender expression. And then sometimes it'll just 
depend on my energy ... I'll wake up and be like I want to present femininely 
today. Yeah but [ somedays] I just don't have the energy to deal with that because 
there's just a lot--it takes a lot to be different you know. Especially on a campus 
that's so diverse like Ball State. Sometimes it's just hard to walk down the street 
and just like ignore the looks I'm getting. You know? 

The process these students undertake to practice their gender can be compared to what travestis 

go through to incorporate more feminine attributes. 

Kulick discusses how travestis, or effeminate prostitutes, practice their gender through 

their outward feminine appearance, behavior, and pronouns. He explains that travestis 

"incorporate" their female attributes starting at a young age by ingesting or injecting themselves 

with female hormones to give them rounded features, broad hips, a prominent buttock, and 

breasts. When the hormones interrupt their ability to get an erection, they move to injecting 

silicone into their bodies. "Most travesties in Salvador over the age of seventeen have some 

silicone in their bodies, often between two and five liters. The majority have it in their buttocks, 

hips, knees, and inner thighs." 18 They do this to "mold" their bodies and make them more 

18 Kulick, Don, "The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes," American Anthropologist 
vol. 99, issue 3 (2008}:68 



feminine, or "like a woman."19 The one thing travestis do not do is surgically remove their 

penises, because it is an inherent part of their identity. Without a penis, a travesti wouldn't be a 

travesti, but they also wouldn't be a man or woman. They would merely lose a source of income, 

because they use their penises when having sex with clients, and a source of pleasure. Travestis 

share a gender with women because they both take a submissive position during sexual 

intercourse. They allow themselves to be penetrated, which in Brazil categorizes them both as 

"not-men." Part of the way travestis convey that they belong to this category is by using female 

pronouns. 

In their talk to one another, travesties frequently refer to biological males by using 
feminine pronouns and feminine adjectival endings. Thus the common utterance 
"ela ficou doida" (she was furious) can refer to a travesty, a woman, a gay male, 
or a heterosexual male who has allowed himself to be penetrated by another 
male.20 

The practice of gender is about, as Kulick put it, "incorporating" elements of gendered 

expression into the overall performance. It's both the large long-term interventions, such as 

medically altering one's body~ and the small every day methods, such as putting on makeup or 

styling one' s hair, that people use to present and express themselves the way they do. For 

travestis this involves using hormones and silicone to physically "model" themselves into more 

feminine shapes, as well as using female pronouns in their speech. For Eli this involves using 

they/them pronouns, wearing bulky male clothing, and eventually using testosterone and getting 

top surgery. For Justin it' s wearing mostly masculine clothing, with small feminine touches, such 

as wearing makeup, using colorful prints, and modeling accessories. For Rebekah, Ren, and 

191bid 
2° Kulick, Don, "The Gender of Brazilian Transgendered Prostitutes," American Anthropologist 
val. 99, issue 3 (2008):71 



Evan, this is a daily struggle that often results in mixed outfits. Every use of gendered product 

here is a form of resistance, which happens because these students are in an environment which 

encourages and supports gender expression and challenges to the binary. Even Justin, who was 

nervous about expressing his femininity in more openly effeminate ways, still feels comfortable 

expressing his femininity in some visible way. He even admitted that in the Office of Student 

Life, he had no problem dressing in skirts and dresses, because he knew they would understand. 

Ball State in this sense, is thus a place where people not only learn how to perform and express 

their gender, but also feel they can practice it. 

Conclusion 

Gender is a topic that influences and affects everyone, no matter how personal a matter 

some people believe it to be. It's a pillar upon which society is constructed that helps to outline 

the rules and regulations for people in that society. Everyone should be aware of what their 

societal norm is and what rights that rule begets. In the United States, gender is established as a 

binary, but this is changing. In 2016, Oregon became the first state to recognize the existence of 

non-binary genders. The patterns in my research suggest that such changes are due to the 

normalization of non-binary genders through sites of binary resistance. My research at Ball State 

supports Kulick's definition of gender by arguing BSU's campus is a battleground, where the 

established binary system of gender in the United States is subverted through LGBTQ support 

networks, which provide knowledge and encouragement on the range of gender identities, how 

to perform, and how to practice gender. Evan sums it up quite nicely by saying 

I really like trying to push this concept of gender. [By] wearing this pencil skirt, 
by wearing heels, it's like I'm trying to change the concept people have of gender~ 

For those who just haven't ever had to think about it and don't have the privilege 
of not having to worry about like if I wear this shirt like am I going to get looked 
at? 



Though Ball State is not the only site of resistance in the U.S., it provides a safe space for 

nonbinary conforming individuals in the local areas to congregate, form social support networks, 

and learn how to perform and practice their gender. By wearing gendered clothing that doesn't 

match their biological body, and utilizing products such as makeup, jewelry, and hair products, 

these students are resisting the binary gender norm in the United States, but more specifically in 

Indiana. They are openly practicing their true gender identities by modeling what feels correct to 

them in a state that does not recognize the existence of their gender. The results of this study are 

significant, because gender rights are still a contested issue in some regions of the United States. · 

Without understanding how gender is applied in the United States, we wouldn't understand the 

distribution of rights, resources, and thus the inequalities and discrimination that are felt by those 

who do not conform to the binary. 
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